Method for covering flexible symmetrical angulate tubes with sheet material.
Description

The invention relates to the covering with sheet material of tubes, especially tubes intended as components of packaging containers, and in particular provides a method for covering flexible symmetrical angulate tubes (i.e. tubes of angular, as distinct from curvilinear, cross-section, which cross-section is essentially symmetrical and resiliently deformable). The symmetrical angulate tube cross section might also be referred to as a non-rotational symmetric cross section.

It is known from, for example, DE-A-2 640 311 to provide a packaging container having an angulate casing comprising an inner seamless angulate sleeve of, for example, polypropylene, polyethylene or other suitable extrudable plastics, an intermediate layer of a gas-tight material, for example aluminium foil, and an outer protective plastics layer. The intermediate layer and the outer layer preferably are supplied as a laminate which is applied to the sleeve by adhesive. The angulate, essentially rectangular, cross-sectional shape of the finished container according to said Patent is preferable to a curvilinear shape from several points of view. For instance, the volume this type of container occupies during transport, storage display on shop shelves, etc., is 10—20% less than that of cylindrical cans of the same capacity. The angulate container also has pronounced customer acceptance, not least due to the ease of handling by the customer. Further, the large planar outer surfaces of the container give excellent printing possibilities.

It will be appreciated that there exists an apparent need for said angulate container. In this connection, however, there exists also a need for an effective sheet covering operation which can deal with the angulate shape of said containers. Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a method and apparatus for said sheet covering operation.

Previously, the sheet covering of said angulate containers has been carried out by stripping an endless web of an aluminium foil laminate from a storage roll whilst controlling the advance speed of the laminate web so that, at the point of contact, the web and the casing (which is rotated to receive the web) have the same speed (see DE-A-2 640 311). The control problem has turned out to be difficult to master because Inter alia numerous momentary speed variations are necessary due to the angulate shape. Other operations involving rotation of the angulate casing involve similar difficulties. Further difficulties arise due to radial movements and tension in the laminate web.

In order to eliminate, or at least reduce, the difficulties in controlling the advance speed of the laminate web, it is proposed, according to the present invention to use a method based on the realisation that said angulate containers possess a certain flexibility in that they have a resiliently deformable cross-sectional profile. Use of this flexibility is unexpected in view of established sheet covering and lamination techniques because previously it has more or less dictatorially been stipulated that no strains or shearing forces whatsoever may exist in the adhesive layer between the two interconnected and/or laminated webs immediately after the actual covering or lamination operation. However, surprisingly it has been shown that the resilient cross-sectional deformability can be used in a new and unexpected way for sheet covering of angulate tubes, namely by mounting the tube onto a cylindrical mandrel having a circumference corresponding essentially to the inner circumference of the tube and thereafter applying the sheet material around essentially the whole circumference thereof.

In order to obtain a gas-tight container, the sheet covering preferably completely covers the circumference of a flexible plastics tube of, for example, a polyolefin, with a gas-tight sheet material, for example a metal foil.

In a practical embodiment of the invention, there is used a sheet material in the form of a laminate of a metal foil and a plastics layer protecting the foil. The laminate is provided with a two-component adhesive on the non-plastics coated side and then is passed through a drying station to remove solvent. The dried laminate is passed in a suitable length to the tube, which is rotated, whereafter the laminate is pressed against the rotating tube by means of, for example, a pressure roll.

It is preferred to apply the laminate in a sufficient length to provide an overlap and to press the joint formed by the overlap against the tube by means of a pressure roll movable axially along the tube.

In an apparatus for covering with sheet material a tube of angulate, essentially symmetrical and resiliently deformable cross-section by a method of the invention, said apparatus comprises an intermittently rotatable rotor having at least one cylindrical mandrel of a circumference essentially equal to the inner circumference of the tube, means operable in the longitudinal direction of the mandrel to mount the tube onto the mandrel at a supply station, and, at a covering station, means for pressing the sheet material against the tube and means for rotating the mandrel.

In a preferred embodiment of the apparatus aspect, there is also provided feeder means for supplying at the covering station a web of essentially gas-tight sheet material for completely covering the circumference of the tube. Advantageously, there is also provided means for applying onto the sheet material, which has the form of a laminate of a metal foil and a plastics layer protecting the foil, a two-component adhesive on the non-plastics coated side and drying means for removing solvents, the feeding means being arranged to supply the laminate in a suitable length to the tube which, by means of mandrel rotating means, is caused to rotate substantially
one turn during simultaneous pressing of the laminate against the tube by the pressure means. Suitably, the mandrel rotating means is arranged to start rotation of the tube-supporting mandrel at a predetermined time before the laminate is pressed against the tube by the pressure means and the apparatus comprises means for treating the tube upstream of the pressure means.

When the sheet material overlaps along a generatrix of the tube, the apparatus preferably comprises a pressure roller movable longitudinally along the tube at the station following the covering station to press an overlap joint of the covering sheet material against the tube.

The following is a description, by way of example only and with reference to the accompanying drawings, of a method and apparatus in accordance with a presently preferred embodiment of the invention. In the drawings:

Figure 1 is a schematic side view of the apparatus for carrying out the method according to the invention and

Figure 2 is a schematic end view of the apparatus in the direction of the arrows II-II in Figure 1.

Apparatus in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention comprises a horizontal support 10 on which a stand 11 supports, as main components, an intermittently rotatable rotary device 12, a supply conveyor 13, a sleeve applicator 14, a sheet covering unit 15, an overlap joint pressure device 16, a sleeve stripper 17 and driving and movement transfer arrangements for said main components.

On the conveyor 13, there are transported, in sequence, sleeves 18 lying adjacent to each other and consisting of, for example, extruded open-ended generally rectangular tubes of polypropylene having a wall thickness of 0.4–0.9 mm and cut into required lengths. By means of a lifting device 19, the foremost sleeve 18 is lifted up to the same height as a cylindrical mandrel 20 rotatably journaled in a support disk 29 of the rotor 12 and a generally conical sleeve applicator head 22 slideable along a fixed shaft 21. The circumference of each mandrel 20 essentially corresponds to the inner circumference of each sleeve 18, whereby the head 22 forces the sleeve 18 onto the mandrel 20 with some cross-sectional deformation of the sleeve.

The translational movement of the head 22 is caused by a link arrangement 23 driven in timed relation relative to the rest of the machinery from an output shaft 24 of an indexing unit 25 via a driving chain and a shaft 27.

The intermittent movement of the rotor 12 also is obtained from the indexing unit 25, which for this purpose is provided with an output stub shaft 28 on which the mandrel supporting disk 29 of the rotor 12 is fixedly attached. The indexing device 25 thus gives the rotor an anti-clockwise stepwise movement to the mandrel positions shown in Figure 1.

In the mandrel position immediately above the lifting device 19, the foremost sleeve 18 is pushed onto the respective cylindrical mandrel 20. The lifting device 19 has a specially shaped engagement surface 30 so that the sleeve 18 is given a predetermined orientation on the mandrel 20, which is of importance for the sheet covering operation at the covering station 15.

At the mandrel position between the sleeve application station and the station 15 is a position where the presence of the sleeve 18 is detected.

If a sleeve is thus detected at the covering station 15 will be set into operation after the following indexing step. This station comprises a laminate advancement arrangement 31 comprising chains having grip members actuated by tension chains 37 to grip the outer edges of the laminate 34 supplied from a supply roller 32 after application of a two-component adhesive and removal of solvents in a drier 33. When a predetermined length of the laminate 34 (depending on the circumference of the sleeve 18) has passed a sensor (not shown) along the advance path 31, the laminate is cut, whereas after the actual sheet covering device comprising a pressure roll 35 and control/drive thereof starts operating. The drive is basically obtained from a one-turn coupling 36 via chains 38 and gears 39, 40.

When the drive is activated, the pressure roll 35 is moved into frictional engagement with the mandrel 20 by switching over an arm 41, whereby a corresponding movement of the pressure roll 35 is produced by the clearance between the gears 39, 40. A support pin 45 is also guided into the end of the mandrel 20.

Before the advancement of the cut laminate length starts, a treating device 42 (schematically indicated in Figure 1) has started its operation and surface treated part of the circumference of the sleeve 18, thus when the laminate advancement/application starts, this occurs on a treated surface.

After the one-turn coupling 36 has finished its operation, the pressure roll 35 returns to its starting position by resetting of the arm 41, and the rotor 12 is again indexed one step. The position of pressure roll 35 shown in hatched lines in Figure 1 indicates a possible service position maintained by the piston/cylinder 44, for instance when the laminate length is cut.

Anti-clockwise, in the following mandrel station, there occurs pressing of the laminate overlap joint on the sleeve by means of a pressure roll 46 movable along a generatrix of the sleeve. The roll 46 is moved by a linkage 47, which similarly to the linkage 23, is controlled and driven from the output shaft 24 of the indexing unit 25.

The linkage 47 also causes translational movement of the sleeve stripper 48 in the following, anti-clockwise mandrel position.

Finally, in the last mandrel position, before the supply position again is reached, it is checked that the stripping of the sleeve has taken place.

Claims

1. A method of covering with sheet material (34)
a tube (18) having an angulate, essentially symmetrical and resiliently deformable cross-sectional shape, characterised by the steps of temporarily deforming said angulate tube (18) on a cylindrical mandrel (20) such that said tube assumes a substantially cylindrical cross-sectional shape, applying sheet material (34) around substantially the entire circumference of said temporarily deformed tube (18) for covering said tube (18) with said sheet material (34), and permitting said tube (18) to reassume its angulate cross-sectional shape.

2. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the sheet material (34) is an adhesive laminate using a two-component adhesive.

3. A method as claimed in claim 2, wherein the sheet material (34) is essentially gas-tight and completely covers the circular circumference of the tube (18).

4. A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the sheet material (34) is a laminate of a metal foil and a plastics layer protecting the foil and is supplied with a two-component adhesive on the nonplastics coated side, solvent is removed from the laminate, the laminate is passed to the tube (18) in a suitable length, the tube being rotated, and the laminate pressed against the rotating tube (18).

5. A method as claimed in claim 4, wherein the sheet material (34) is applied in a sufficient length to provide an overlap, and the overlap joint is pressed against the tube (18) by means of a pressure roll (46) movable longitudinally along the tube (18).

6. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein the sheet material (34) is essentially gas-tight and completely covers the circular circumference of the tube (18).

7. A method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the sheet material (34) is a laminate of a metal foil and a plastics layer protecting the foil and is supplied with a two-component adhesive on the nonplastics coated side, solvent is removed from the laminate, the laminate is passed to the tube in a suitable length (18), the tube being rotated, and the laminate pressed against the rotating tube (18).

8. A method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the sheet material (34) is applied in sufficient length to provide an overlap, and the overlap joint is pressed against the tube (18) by means of a pressure roll (46) movable longitudinally along the tube (18).

9. A method as claimed in claim 1, wherein said angulate tube (18) is temporarily deformed by mounting said tube (18) on said cylindrical mandrel (20) having a circumference corresponding substantially to an inner circumference of said angulate tube.

10. A method as claimed in claim 9, further comprising the step of removing said temporarily deformed tube (18) from said mandrel (20) to permit said tube (18) to reassume its angulate cross-sectional shape.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Bedecken eines Rohres (18) mit einer eckigen, im wesentlichen symmetrischen und elastisch deformierbaren Querschnittsform mit einem Lagenmaterial (34), gekennzeichnet durch die Schritte des vorübergehenden Deformierens des eckigen Rohres (18) auf einen zylindrischen Dorn (20) derart, daß das Rohr eine im wesentliche zylindrische Querschnittsform annimmt, Aufbringen des Lagenmaterials (34) im wesentlichen rund um den gesamten Umfang des vorübergehend deformierten Rohres (18) zur Abdeckung des Rohres (18) mit dem Lagenmaterial (34) und Schaffung der Möglichkeit, daß das Rohr (18) wieder seine eckige Querschnittsform annimmt.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Lagenmaterial (34) ein Kleberschichtstoff unter Verwendung eines Zweikomponentzklebers ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Lagenmaterial (34) im wesentlichen gasdicht ist und vollständig den kreisförmigen Umfang des Rohres (18) abdeckt.


5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Lagenmaterial (34) in einer ausreichenden Länge aufgebracht wird, um eine Überlappung zu schaffen, und die Überlappungsverbindung gegen das Rohr (18) mittels einer Druckwalze (46) gedrückt wird, die längs des Rohres (18) bewegbar ist.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Lagenmaterial (34) im wesentlichen gasdicht ist und vollständig den kreisförmigen Umfang des Rohres (18) bedeckt.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Lagenmaterial (34) ein Schichtstoff ist aus einer Metallfolie und einer Kunststoffschicht, welche die Folie schützt, und mit einem Zweikomponentenkleber auf der nicht mit Kunststoff belegten Seite zugeführt wird, Lösungsmittel aus dem Schichtstoff entfernt wird, der Schichtstoff in einer geeigneten Länge (18) zum Rohr geführt wird, wobei das Rohr gedreht wird, und der Schichtstoff gegen das sich drehende Rohr (18) gedrückt wird.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, wobei das Lagenmaterial (34) in ausreichender Länge aufgebracht wird, um eine Überlappung vorzusehen, und die Überlappungsverbindung gegen das Rohr (18) mittels einer Druckwalze (46), die längs des Rohres (18) längs bewegbar ist, gedrückt wird.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das eckige Rohr zeitweilig dadurch deformiert wird, daß das Rohr (18) auf dem zylindrischen Dorn (20) ange-
brachter wird, der einen Umfang hat, welcher im wesentlichen einem Innenumfang des eckigen Rohres entspricht.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, ferner mit dem Schritt des Entfermens des zeitweilig deformierten Rohres (18) von dem Dorn (20), um für das Rohr (18) die Möglichkeit vorzusehen, wieder seine eckige Querschnittsgestalt anzunehmen.

Revidications

1. Procédé pour le recouvrement d’un tube (18) ayant une section polygonale sensiblement symétrique et élastiquement déformable avec un matériau en feuille (34) caractérisé en ce qu’il consiste: à déformer temporairement le tube polygonal (18) sur un mandrin cylindrique (20) de façon que ladit tube prenne une section sensiblement cylindrique; à appliquer le matériau en feuille (34) sensiblement autour de la totalité de la circonférence du tube (18) temporairement déformé pour recouvrir ledit tube (18) avec le matériau en feuille (34); et à laisser ledit tube (18) recouvrir sa section polygonale.

2. Procédé suivant la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le matériau en feuille est constitué par un matériau composite adhésif utilisant un adhésif à deux composants.

3. Procédé suivant la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que le matériau en feuille (34) est essentiellement étanche aux gaz et recouvrir complètement la circonférence circulaire du tube (18).

4. Procédé suivant la revendication 3, caractérisé en ce que le matériau en feuille (34) est un matériau composite constitué d’une pellicule métallique et d’une couche en matière plastique protégeant la pellicule; en ce qu’il est fourni avec un adhésif à deux composants appliqué sur sa face non revêtue de matière plastique; en ce qu’on élimine les solvant du matériau composite; et en ce qu’on fait passer sur le tube (18) une longueur suffisante de matériau composite tandis que le tube tourne; et en ce que le matériau composite est pressé contre le tube en rotation (18).

5. Procédé suivant la revendication 4, caractérisé en ce que le matériau en feuille est appliqué en longueur suffisante pour produire un chevauchement, et en ce que le joint à chevauchement est pressé contre le tube (18) au moyen d’un galet de pression (46) qui peut se déplacer le long du tube (18).

6. Procédé suivant la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le matériau en feuille (34) est essentiellement étanche aux gaz et recouvrir complètement la circonférence circulaire du tube (18).

7. Procédé suivant la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que le matériau en feuille (34) est un matériau composite constitué d’une pellicule métallique et d’une couche en matière plastique protégeant la pellicule; en ce qu’il est fourni avec un adhésif à deux composants appliqué sur sa face non revêtue de matière plastique; et en ce qu’on élimine les solvant du matériau composite; et en ce qu’on fait passer sur le tube (18) une longueur suffisante de matériau composite tandis que le tube tourne; et en ce que le matériau composite est pressé contre le tube en rotation (18).

8. Procédé suivant la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que le matériau en feuille est appliqué en longueur suffisante pour produire un chevauchement, et en ce que le joint à chevauchement est pressé contre le tube (18) au moyen d’un galet de pression (46) qui peut se déplacer le long du tube (18).

9. Procédé suivant la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que le tube polygonal est temporairement déformé par montage du dit tube (18) sur le dit mandrin cylindrique (20) dont la circonférence correspond sensiblement à la circonférence intérieure dudit tube polygonal.

10. Procédé suivant la revendication 9, caractérisé en ce qu’on retire du mandrin (20) le tube (18) temporairement déformé pour permettre audit tube (18) de recouvrir sa section polygonale.